Brain connectivity networks at the basis of human attention components: An EEG study.
The Attention Network Task (ANT) was developed to disentangle the three components of attention identified in the Posner's theoretical model (alerting, orienting and executive control) and to measure the corresponding behavioral efficiency. Several fMRI studies have already provided evidences on the anatomical separability and interdependency of these three networks, and EEG studies have also unveiled the associated brain rhythms. What is still missing is a characterization of the brain circuits subtending the attentional components in terms of directed relationships between the brain areas and their frequency content. Here, we want to exploit the high temporal resolution of the EEG, improving its spatial resolution by means of advanced source localization methods, and to integrate the resulting information by a directed connectivity analysis. The results showed in the present study demonstrate the possibility to associate a specific directed brain circuit to each attention component and to identify synthetic indices able to selectively describe their neurophysiological, spatial and spectral properties.